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Symphony No. 9 in D-minor, op. 125 Ludwig van Beethoven 
(1770-1827) 
I. Allegro, ma non troppo, un poco maestoso 
II. Molto vivace 
III. Adagio molto e cantabile - andante moderato 
IV. Presto - allegro assai - alla marcia -Adagio ma non troppo. 
ma divoto - allegro energico, sempre ben marcato -Allegro, 
ma non tanto - Prestissimo 
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Beethoven, Symphony Number 9 
by Grant Cooper 
When contemplating Ludwig van Beethoven the man and the musician, it is 
surprising how the cliches of "towering," "pinnacle of achievement in western 
music," "cornerstone of the repertoire," "musical giant," all seems so readily 
applicable, and yet so utterly inadequate in their description. Much has been made 
of this indefinable awe in which Beethoven was, and continues to be, held. Much 
critical thought asserts that his achievements intimidated other composers who felt 
that he had created too imposing a body of literature for their own effort to be 
counted as significant. 
I too feel this awe, but cannot bring myself to attempt to describe it, since the same 
inadequate jargon reappears. Rather than looking for words, one must experience 
Beethoven's work. This means, simply, one must hear it, and perhaps at some 
point, take the plunge, and prepare it for performance. Thus, today, we too feel 
somewhat intimidated by the task in front of us. Beethoven's powerful musical 
thoughts during the first three decades of the nineteenth century signaled the 
beginning of musicians using their musical message to make powerful social 
statements. (Haydn's obsequious Farewell Symphony notwithstanding). We 
should remember that such a strikingly original work such as Berlioz' Symphonie 
Fantastique was to be composed before 1830, and although the Ninth Symphony of 
Beethoven (1824) did indicate a radical departure in symphonic form through its 
introduction of the human voice in the finale, Beethoven's own experimentation 
with symphonic form had begun much earlier. Perhaps by tracing this development 
we feel a little less reticent about tackling his final symphonic statement 
"The Ninth" does hold a special place. We would do well to recall that it is the 
creation of a man who was oblivious to the ovation at the premier because he could 
not hear it-the work of a man who certainly will never be remembered for his 
charming social skills-and one who was more out of sorts with suspecting his 
having been cheated at the box office than he was gratified by the overwhelming 
reception given the work. So too, one can be puzzled by Beethoven's lifelong 
fascination with Schiller's An die Freude text, while living a personal life that does 
not lead one to conclude that he believed in a Universal Brotherhood. Clues inferred 
from the way Beethoven set Schiller's text though certainly point to the composer's 
having a fervent hope that a universal brotherhood should exist. So, Beethoven, the 
man, was a realist, while Beethoven, the composer, allowed himself to dream! 
The first three movements, themselves massive symphonic statements, present us 
with a Beethoven we might expect from his earlier works. We should perhaps note 
that the composer's placing of the Scherzo movement before the slow movement is 
unusual, but that, as we discover the whole piece unfolding, this order prepares us 
/ better for the restless dissonance with which the finale opens. Here, Beethoven 
intersperses new material with thumbnail sketches of each of the previous three 
movements; he gives us a unifying feature of all that has gone before, until 
sweeping all away with the entrance of the baritone soloist, proclaiming, (in 
Beethoven's own words) "Oh friends, not these sounds." Not these instrumental 
sounds? Had Beethoven exhausted his argument and needed to tum to poetry? One 
can only speculate. 
I give here a translation of the vocal texts, which I hope will convey the 
meaning of the German, without attempting an English poetical version: 
Baritone 
Oh friends, not these sounds, 
Rather, let us become attuned to more pleasant ones 
and saturate ourselves with joy! 
Soloists and Chorus 
Joy! 
Beautiful divine spark, 
Daughter of Elysium; 
Intoxicated with fire 
We enter the Heavenly Kingdom. 
Thy magic reunites 
what fashion has harshly divided. 
All people become brothers 
in the haven of Thy gentle embrace. 
Whoever has great luck and success; 
Whoever shares the deepest of friendships; 
Whoever has won a charming wife: 
Let him add his jubilation to ours, 
Indeed, if there be a single soul in this world 
who has never known this, 
Let him go and weep alone. 
All creatures drink joy at the breasts of Nature 
Whether good or evil, all follow her trail of roses; 
She gave us kisses and wine. 
She is a friend tested by death. 
Whereas the worm was granted sexual pleasure, 
The cherub stands before God. 
Tenor solo 
Just as the suns fly gloriously through His splendid heavens, 
Run brothers, run as a hero to victory! 
Chorus 
Be embraced Oh millions; 
This kiss is for our entire world. 
Brothers, above our starry sky 
surely lives a loving Father. 
Do you stumble, feel lowly? 
Do those of us on earth have a conception of the Creator? 
Seek Him in the heavens! 
Brothers, surely he lives above the stars. 
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